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Abstract

We examine the situation where there is residual redundancy at the source coder output. We

have previously shown that this residual redundancy can be used to provide error correction without

a channel encoder. In this paper we extend this approach to conventional source coder/convolutional

coder combinations. We also develop a design for nonbinary encoders for this situation. We show

through simulation results that the proposed systems consistently outperform conventional source-

channel coder pairs with gains of greater than lOdB at high probability of error.
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1 Introduction

One of Shannon's many fundamental contributions was his result that source coding and channel

coding can be treated separately without any loss of performance for the overall system [1]. The

basic design procedure is to select a source encoder which changes the source sequence into a series

of independent, equally likely binary digits followed by a channel encoder which accepts binary

digits and puts them into a form suitable for reliable transmission over the channel. However, the

separation argument no longer holds if either of the following two situations occur:

i. The input to the source decoder is different from the output of the source encoder, which

happens when the link between the source encoder and source decoder is no longer error free,

or

ii. The source coder output contains redundancy.

Case (i) occurs when the channel coder does not achieve zero error probability and case (ii)

occurs when the source encoder is suboptimal. These two situations are common occurrences in

practical systems where source or channel models are imperfectly known, complexity is a serious

issue, or significant delay is not tolerable. Approaches developed for such situations are usually

grouped under the general heading of joint source/channel coding.

Most joint source channel coding approaches can be classified in two mMn categories; (A)

approaches which entail the modification of the source coder/decoder structure to reduce the effect

of channel errors, [2-18] and (B) approaches which examine the distribution of bits between the

source and channel coders [19-21]. The first set of approaches can be divided still further into two

classes. One class of approaches examines the modification of the overall structure [2-10], while the

other deals with the modification of the decoding procedure to take advantage of the redundancy

in the source coder output.
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In this paper we present an approach to joint source/channel coder design, which belongs to

category A, and hence we explore a technique for designing joint source/channel coders, rather

than ways of distributing bits between source coders and channel coders. We assume that the

two nonideal situations referred to earlier are present. For a nonideal source coder, we use MAP

arguments to design a decoder which takes advantage of redundancy in the source coder output to

perform error correction. We have previously shown that this approach can provide error protection

at high error rates [16, 17]. In this paper we show that the use of such a decoder in conjunction

with a channel encoder can provide excellent error protection over a wide range of channel error

probabilities. We then use the decoder structure to infer a channel encoder structure which is

similar to a nonbinary convolutional encoder.

2 The Design Criterion

For a discrete memoryless channel (DlVIC), let the channel input alphabet be denoted by A =

{a0, al,...,aM-l,}, and the channel input and output sequences by Y = {Yo, Yl,..., YL-x} and

_" = {Yo, Yl,..., _r.-1}, respectively. IrA = {Ai} is the set of sequences Ai = {ai,0, ai,1,..., ai,l.-1),

cq,kEA, then the optimum receiver (in the sense of maximizing the probability of making a correct

decision) maximizes P[C], where

P[c] = P[cI?IP[?I.
Ai

This in turn implies that the optimum receiver maximizes P[C[_']. When the receiver selects the

output to be Ak, then P[C[Y] = PlY = A/c[]?]. Thus, the optimum receiver selects the sequence

Ak such that

PlY = AklY] >_ PlY = AiIY] Vi.
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Noting that

P(YIY = P(I"IY)P(Y)
P(_')

and for fixed length codes p(17") is irrelevant to the receiver's operation, the optimal receiver

maximizes P(Y[Y)P(Y).

show that

If we impose a first order markov assumption on {Yi}, we can easily

P (Y[Y) P(Y)= IX P(ftily,)P(yi[yi-t)

This result addresses the situation in case (ii), i.e., the situation in which the source coder output

(which is also the channel input sequence) contains redundancy. Using this result, we can design

a decoder which will take advantage of dependence in the channel input sequence. The physical

structure of the decoder can be easily obtained by examining the quantity to be maximized. The

optimum decoder maximizes F(_'[Y)P(Y) or equivalently log P(YIY)P(Y), but

log P(_'[Y)P(Y) = _ log P( fti[yl )P(yilyi-t ) (1)

which is similar in form to the path metric of a convolutional decoder. Error correction using

convolutional codes is made possible by explicitly limiting the possible codeword to codeword

transitions, based on the previous code input and the coder structure. At the receiver the decoder

compares the received data stream to the a priori information about the code structure. The output

of the decoder is the sequence that is most likely to be the transmitted sequence. In the case where

there is residual strucure in the source coder output, the structure makes some sequences more

likely to be the transmitted sequence, given a particular received sequence. In other words, even

when there is no structure being imposed by the encoder, there is sufficient residual structure in

the source coder output that can be used for error correction. The structure is reflected in the

conditional probabilities, and can be utilized via the path metric in (1) in a decoder similar in
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structure to a convolutional decoder. However, to implement this decoder we need to be able to

compute the path metric.

Examining the branch metric, we see that it consists of two terms log P(_[yi) and log P(y([yi-1).

The first term depends strictly on our knowledge of the channel. The second term depends only on

the statistics of the source sequence. In our simulation results we have assumed that the channel

is a binary symmetric channel with known probability of error. We have obtained the second term

using a training sequence.

In [17] we showed that the use of the decoder led to dramatic improvements under high error

rate conditions. However at low error rates the performance improvement was from nonexistent

to minimal. This is in contrast to standard error correcting approaches, in which the greatest

performance improvements are at low error rates, with a rapid deterioration in performance at

high error rates. In this work we combine the two approaches to develop a joint source channel

codec which provides protection equal to the standard channel encoders at low error rates while

also providing significant error protection at high error rates.

3 Convolutional Encoders and Joint Source/Channel Decoder

As convolutional coders provide excellent error protection at low error rates_ and have a decoder

structure similar to the JSC decoder, one way we can combine the two approaches is to obtain

the transitionprobabihtiesof the convolutionaJencoder output and use the JointSource/Channel

(JSC) decoder describedabove insteadof the conventionalconvolutionaldecoder.

The convolutionaldecoderuses thestructureimposed by the encoder and the Hamming metric

to provideerrorprotection.The decoderdoes not use any ofthe residualstructurefrom the source

coder output.We can make use ofthe residualstructureby notingthatthe path labelstransmitted

by theconvolutionalencoder comprise the channelinputalphabet {y_).We can then use a training

sequence to obtain the transitionprobabilitiesP(y_[y__l),and an estimateof the channel error
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probability to obtain P (Yi[Y/). These can be used to compute the branch metric L which can be

used instead of the Hamming metric in the decoder.

We simulated this approach using a two bit DPCM system as the source encoder. We used the

two images shown in Figure 1 as the source. The USC Girl image was used for training (obtaining

the requisite transition probabilities) and the USC Couple image for testing. The output of the

DPCM system was encoded using a (2,1,3) convolutional encoder with connection vectors

g(1)=64 g(2)=74.

The convolutional encoder was obtained from [23]. The performance of the different systems was

evaluated using two different measures. One was the reconstruction signal-to-noise ratio (RSNK)

defined as

ui 2

RSNR = 10 log10 _ (ui - _i) 2

where ui is the input to the source coder (source image) and fii is the output of the source decoder

(reconstructed image). The other performance measure was the decoded error probability. The

received sequence was decoded using either a standard convolutional decoder or the JSC decoder.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. The results are presented in Figure 3. While

there is some improvement in the decoded error probability for high error rates, the RSNR actually

goes down for the MAP decoded sequence. This is somewhat disappointing until one realizes that

the JSC decoder makes use of the structure in the nonbinary output of the source coder. When

we used the (2,1,3) coder we destroyed some of this structure because the source coder puts out

two bit words while the channel coder codes the input one bit at a time. Therefore, if we could

preserve the structure in the source coder output by coding the two bit words as a unit we should

get improved performance. To verify this we conducted another set of simulation with a rate 1/2
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(4,2,1) convolutional code with connection vectors

gl') =6 gl_)=0 o_3)=6 o,4=4

9_'_=0 9_)=6 9?)=4 #_= 2.

In this case there is a one-to-one match between the source coder output and the channel coder

input, and the results shown in Figure 4 reflect this fact. There is considerable improvement in

the decoded error probability and there is about a 5 dB improvement obtained by using the MAP

decoder at a probability of error of 0.1. These results justify the contention that for best use of

the JSC decoder the input alphabet size of the channel coder should be the same as the size of

the output alphabet of the source coder. To this point we have been using a MAP decoder with

an encoder designed to maximize performance with a Hamming metric. In the next section we

propose a general channel coder design to go with the map decoder which has the added flexibility

of being able to match the size of the source coder output alphabet.

4 A Modified Convolutional Encoder

Given that the preservation of the structure in the source coder output requires the channel coder

input alphabet to have a one-to-one match with the generally nonbinary source coder, we propose

a general nonbinary convolutional encoder (NCE) whose input alphabet has the requisite property.

Let x,,, the input to the NCE, be selected from the alphabet A = {0, 1,2,...,N - 1}, and let

y,_, the output alphabet of the NCE, be selected from the alphabet S = {0, 1, 2, ..., M - 1}. Then

the proposed NCEs can be described by the following mappings

Rate 1/2 NCE:

Rate 1/3 NCE:

Rate 2/3 NCE:

M = N2; y,, = Nz,,-1 + x,,

M = N3; y,, = N2=,,_2 + Nz,,_I + z,,

M = N3; y,, = N2zu,__2 + Nz2,,-i + z2n
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Because of lack of space we will only describe and present the results for the rate 1/2 NCE.

The description and results for the other cases can he found in [24] and are similar to the results

for the rate 1/2 NCE code.

The number of bits required to represent the output alphabet of the NCE codes using a fixed

length code is

[log2(M)] = [log2(N2)] = ['21og2(N)]

Therefore in terms of rate, the rate 1/2 NCE coder is equivalent to a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder.

The encoder memory in bits is 2_log2(N)] as each output value depends on two input values.

As an example, consider the situation when N = 4. Then A = {0, 1,2, 3} and S = {0, 1, 2,..., 15}.

Given the input sequence x,, : 0 1 3 0 2 I 1 0 3 3 and assuming the encoder is initialized with

zeros, the output sequence will be y,_ : 0 1 7 12 2 9 5 4 3 15.

The encoder memory is four bits. Notice that while the encoder output alphabet is of size

N 2, at any given instant the encoder can only emit one of N different symbols as should be

the case for a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. For example if Yn-1 = 0, then y,_ will take on a

value from {0, 1,2, ..., (N - 1)}. In general, given a value for Y,_-I, Y_, will take on a value from

{aN, aN + 1, aN + 2, ...,aN + N - 1}, where a = y,__l(modN). This structure can be used by the

decoder to provide error protection. The encoder is shown in Figure 5.

4.1 Binary Encoding of the NCE Output

We will make use of the residual structure in the source coder output (which is preserved in the NCE

output) at the receiver. However, we can also make use of this structure in selecting binary codes

for the NCE output. An intelligent assignment of binary codes can improve the error correcting

performance of the system.

When each allowable sequence is equally likely, there is little reason to prefer one particular
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assignment over others. However, when certain sequences are more likely to occur than others, it

would be useful to make assignments which increase the 'distance' between likely sequences. While,

for small alphabets it is a simple matter to assign the optimum binary codewords by inspection,

this becomes computationally impossible for larger alphabets. We use a rather simple heuristic

which, while not optimal, provides good results.

Our strategy is to try to maximize the Hamming distance between codewords that are likely

to be mistaken for one another. First we obtain a partition of the alphabet based on the fact that

given a particular value for Y,-1, y,, can only take on values from a subset of the full alphabet.

To see this, consider the rate I/2 NCE; then the alphabet S can be partitioned into the following

sub-alphabets:

So = (0,1,2,3...,N- 1)

$1 = (N, N % 1, ...,2N - 1)

= (iv - -

where the encoder will select letters from alphabet S i at time n if j = y,__l(modN). Now for

each sub-alphabet we have to pick N codewords out of M (= N _) possible choices. We first pick

the sub-alphabet containing the most likely letter. The letters in the sub-alphabet are ordered

according to their probability of occurrence. We assign a codeword a from the list of available

codewords to the most probable symbol. Then, assign the complement of a to the next symbol on

the list. Therefore the distance between the two most likely symbols in the list is K = [log 2 M 1

bits. We then pick a codeword b from the list which is at a Hamming distance of K[2 from a and

assign it and its complement to the next two elements on the list. This process is continued with

the selection of letters that areK/2 k away from a at the k _h step until all letters in the subalphabet

have a codeword assigned to them.
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4.2 Simulation Results

The proposed approach was simulated using the same setup as was used in the preceding simula-

tions. We show the results for the rate 1/2 NCE coder in Figure 6 and comparisons in Figure 7.

Note the dramatic improvement in performance with the rate 1/2 NCE code. At a probability of

error of 0.1 the RSNt_ drops by less than 1 dB. For the same channel conditions the use of the

(2,1,3) code results in a drop of more than 10 dB. Looking at the decoded error probabilities, even

when the channel error probability is 0.25, the decoded error probability is less than I0 -_. This

improvement has been obtained with only a minimal increase in complexity. Similar results have

also been obtained for rate 1/3 and 2/3 NCE codes.

5 Conclusion

If the source and channel coder are designed in a "joint" manner, that is the design of each takes

into account the overall conditions (source as well as channel statistics), we can obtain excellent

performance over a wide range of channel conditions. In this paper we have presented one such

design. The resulting performance improvement seems to validate this approach, with a "flattening

out" of the performance curves. This flattening out of the performance curves makes the approach

useful for a large variety of channel error conditions.
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T_ble 1: Codeword Assignments

Symbol _ Symbol Code
0 0000 8 I011

1 0011 9 0111

2 1100 10 0100

3 1111 11 lO00

4 1110 12 0101

5 1101 13 1001

6 0001 14 1010

7 0010 15 0110



Figure1. Imagesusedinsimulation
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Proposed System
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